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Greetings! 

We start our eighth year writing this newsletter and would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your 

patronage, your business, and most of all, your friendships.  
 

Reflecting back on the passing year is often a good exercise in self-improvement. Could I have exercised 

more? Was my healthy diet healthy enough? And some more meaningful reflections such as: could I have 

been more charitable, was I considerate and kind to my fellow earth dwellers? And so we may reflect, gauge, 

and raise the bar.  
 

For this year, all I can say is let us all get along, practice tolerance, and join together to work towards making 

it a peaceful and prosperous year, for our country and for the world.  
 

 

Economic and Market Review 

Let's do a brief review of 2016 first. 
 

The first quarter saw a stock market that was in a free-fall, plagued with fears of a crash in the emerging 

markets, specifically in China, deflated commodity prices and a strong U.S. dollar which made exports less 

lucrative for domestic companies. A surprise passing of the Brexit vote brought more uncertainty, although a 

bigger surprise was the outcome of the U.S. election. The proposed pro-growth policies and a business-

friendly approach of the incoming administration had the markets rejoicing. And after much anticipation all 

year long, the Feds finally decided to raise interest rates. 
 

Enter 2017. The basics first. Unemployment is at 4.7%, the lowest it has been in several years. Wages are also 

improving, increasing by 2.9% annualized year-over-year in average hourly earnings in 2016. U.S. 

consumption remains strong as does the U.S. consumer. 
 

Corporate earnings are usually the fundamental drivers of markets. U.S. has one of the highest corporate tax 

rates in all the developed countries. The proposed tax reform by President-Elect Trump, lowering corporate 

tax rates and allowing repatriation of overseas profits, will be the single most important change needed to 

propel the U.S. economy. "Lowering the corporate tax burden in the U.S. is imperative to spur business 

investment, but it is not enough to unilaterally cut taxes without also cutting spending," says Douglas Cote, 

CFA of Voya Investments. This is where it gets tricky. Provided the pro-growth policies are prioritized and 

Congress is on board, tax cuts must be balanced off and neutralized by reduction in spending, the source of 

which has not been identified. 
 

How much of it will translate to a meaningful rise in GDP? It's too early to tell. "We're still in the early stages 

here," says Michael Arone, chief investment strategist of State Street Global Advisors. "Also, pro-growth 

policies could be thwarted by protectionist trade policies and restrictions on immigration that could slow the 

economy," he says. 
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The Feds are set to raise rates again this year. Some economists are expecting there to be as many as three or 

four rate hikes.  
 

As the economy continues to show signs of strength, moving out of monetary easing mode and into fiscal 

expansion, there will be dispersion in the performance of asset classes (large cap, small cap, emerging, 

bonds). In the past few years, the rising tide has lifted most asset classes, making diversification in portfolios 

less effective. But the proposed policy moves, if and when carried out, will affect some asset classes more 

favorably than others and therefore making sure portfolios are adequately diversified across appropriate 

asset classes will be critical. 
 

Société Générale has called this the Age of Entropy, a term used in thermodynamics that reflects a higher 

level of randomness. We are going from an age of order, to that of disorder. The road from promises to 

delivery, execution and results could be long, froth with uncertainty and policy-making tweets. 
 
 

Stock Options: Know When to Hold ´Em 
 

Deciding when to exercise your company stock options should be based on more than your gut about a 

potential market price peak. 
 

If the stock options you've received from your employer are burning a hole in your pocket, it may be time to 

get a second - or third - opinion before you cash in. Employees often believe they have the inside scoop on 

when the stock's market price will top out, and that false sense of confidence can lead you to exercise too 

soon and regret it later. 
 

Employees with true inside information - specific knowledge about the company that will impact the market 

price when made public - cannot sell company stock based on that inside information. You don't want to end 

up in prison, so be careful if you're privy to important information. 
 

That said, a financial advisor can provide needed guidance about your stock options. The first step is to set 

goals: What role do the stock options have in your overall financial plan? Paying off your mortgage, funding a 

child's education and retirement may be uses for stock options, depending on the rest of your portfolio and 

the amount of time left to exercise the options. 
 

Become educated about your stock options: the terms of their exercise, tax issues and gain-loss 

consequences. The two types of options - nonqualified and incentive - have very different tax implications 

that could consume a large portion of any profit you gain when you exercise the option and then sell the 

stock. You should consult a tax advisor about implications of exercising options, based on your specific tax 

bracket and information. 
 

The value of your stock options lies in more than just the difference between exercise price and market price. 

The time remaining before the options expire (also referred to as time value or leverage), your concentration 

in your employer's stock and tax impact all factor into determining the true value of your stock options. 
 

Stocks, historically, increase in value over time - although there is never a guarantee on that. By waiting to 

exercise, you may enjoy all the upside potential without any cash investment, and that difference between the 

exercise price and the market price grows untaxed. Conversely, if the stock price declines while you continue 

to hold the stock options, their potential value may be reduced to zero. 
 

The exception to the "hold 'em" rule lies in that stock concentration issue. Your salary already depends on 

your employer. Having too much of your future also tied to your employer can result in a double whammy if 

the company runs into trouble - loss of income and loss of potential gains from your stock options. As a rule 

of thumb, if stock options account for more than 25 percent of your net worth, you may want to consider 



exercising, selling and diversifying your portfolio. This risk management tactic can provide more value than 

the additional gains you would see if you held the options for the full period. 
 

The other caveat on holding stock options lies in that important tax issue. Waiting until the last minute to 

exercise incentive options reduces your control over when gains are taxed. 
 

Don't confuse widespread with simple. Although a growing number of companies now use stock options as 

part of their compensation or incentive packages, they remain a complex investment device. You should 

consult with a financial advisor and a tax professional on how to plan the exercise of your stock options. 
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